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Abstract
Over the past two decades, Value-at-Risk (VaR) has become of great interest to
financial managers due to federal regulations on capital reserve requirements at
financial institutions. The application of this measurement has begun to spread across
many different types of commodity intensive companies as well, taking this application
from large bank trading operations. VaR is an appealing measure because it
aggregates multiple risk factors into a single value that is easy to understand.
Traditionally, VaR is measured over a 1- to 20-day holding period due to the fact that a
trading portfolio can be liquidated during this time. As a measure for a commodity
intensive company that must contend with the risk of commodity price fluctuation
constantly as a natural course of business, and in most cases is sensitive to budget
variances on a 12-month basis, a 1- to 20-day holding period is not very useful.
Know-Risk™, an analytical tool developed by RMI Consulting, Inc., provides forecasts of
VaR for a portfolio of commodities over a much longer time horizon than traditional
methodologies. The purposes of this paper are to provide validation of the tool and to
discuss its applications as well as the inherent limitations of any VaR calculation.
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Introduction
Over the past 20 years, Value-at-Risk (VaR) has become of great interest to
financial managers due to federal regulations on capital reserve requirements at
financial institutions. VaR is the maximum expected loss of a portfolio over a certain
time horizon at a reasonable probability level. VaR provides a measure of loss that
should only be exceeded, on average, 1 out of X number of days. For example, if the
one-day holding period VaR of a portfolio is $1,000,000 at a 99% confidence level, one
would expect the loss of a portfolio to exceed $1,000,000 on only one day over a
randomly selected period of 100 days. The use of this measurement has begun to
spread across many different types of commodity intensive companies as well, taking its
application from large bank trading operations. VaR is appealing because the measure
aggregates multiple risk factors into a single value that is easy to understand.
For practical purposes, VaR is a benchmark measure that gives commodity
procurement managers a guide in decision-making. Simply stated, the higher the VaR,
the greater the risk of the portfolio. Most companies when using this metric will set
limits on how much risk their portfolio can contain, and eliminate or accept risk
accordingly.
It must be noted that a common conclusion among many researchers who study
VaR is the inherent imprecision in the calculation caused by the numerous risk factors
that can affect markets. When modeling VaR, it is impossible to create a model with a
parameter for every relevant market factor. In many cases, adding more parameters to
a VaR model does not guarantee more-precise forecasts. However, the popularity of
VaR as a benchmark and simplicity of VaR calculations make VaR models desirable by
many executive decision makers.
RMI Consulting, Inc. has developed Know-Risk™, a web based, deal tracking
and risk management program that has the ability to provide forecasts of VaR for a
portfolio of commodities. It offers managers a flexible tool to analyze their portfolio’s
risk over a long period of time such as a budget cycle or planning period and helps to
create a plan for hedging strategies.
Know-Risk™ uses relatively few assumptions and observed market prices in
order to be usable, easy to understand and accurate from a statistical standpoint. The
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model assumes that commodity prices are lognormally distributed and that the implied
price volatility reflects all the known risk factors in the market.

Users are able to

customize their VaR report by choosing the time horizon, confidence level, and selected
“what if” type of parameters to assess the risk due to potential changes in the
composition of the portfolio.
The purposes of this paper are to provide a validation of the Know-Risk™ VaR
methodology and discuss its applications as well as the inherent limitations of any VaR
calculation. The remainder of the paper is separated into three main sections. The first
section describes the set up and interpretation of a Know-Risk™ Risk Assessment
Report.

This description covers the parameterization of the report, portfolio

characteristics, and the actual printed report.

The second section presents the

assumptions, parameters, and characteristics of the model. The third section discusses
the methodology used for model validation as well as the results generated by the
Know-Risk™ VaR model.

Understanding the Know-Risk™ Risk Assessment Report
In practice, the intention of the Risk Assessment Report is to help develop
procurement strategies for a commodity portfolio. The user is able to choose the time
horizon for the report, which most commonly would be the budget or planning horizon
(See Figure 1). Therefore, many users will have the report run for the forward year, with
time units in months. The other parameter that the user can choose is the confidence
level. Default values are set to 75% and 95%. Once the parameters are determined,
the program takes into account
the open positions of the
portfolio and computes the risk
accordingly. For purposes of
this report an open position is
defined

as

the

company’s

budgeted volumes by month
less the procurement volumes
that

have

already

been
Figure 1: The input screen allows users to customize the Risk
Assessment Report by time horizon.
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secured.

Another feature of Know-

Risk™ allows a user to input scenario
volumes and re-generate the risk report
showing the updated risk analysis (See
Figure 2).
After the processing of the
parameters and data, a report is
generated displaying both a graph and
a table.

The horizontal axis of the

graph depicts time and the unit is
commonly measured in months.

The

vertical axis of the graph represents the
dollar value (cost) of the portfolio. The
Figure 2: The “What If” Risk Assessment Report allows
users to develop hypothetical portfolio scenarios by
increasing volumes hedged.

graph shows a curve that represents
the upper bound of the cost over the

selected time horizon (See Figure 3). The bound shows that with a certain confidence
level, the cost of acquiring the portfolio of commodities will not exceed the values
depicted by the lines. Because the user is able to choose the confidence level(s) for the
report, more than one curve may appear on the graph.
The second feature of the report, the table, shows the dollar amounts of the
bounds in the graph (See Page 5: Table 1). The left column, in this example, contains
the start date and each of
the forward 12 months. The
next two columns show the
forecasted bounds for each
forward month at the given
confidence

level(s).

For

example, the table indicates
that 95% of the time one
would

expect

the

actual

value of the portfolio to be

Figure 3: The graph of the Risk Assessment Report shows that with X%
confidence the value (cost) of the portfolio will not exceed the value
depicted by the curves.
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less than $1,092,403 when considering the portfolio positions on July 1, 2007. Monthly
forecasts represent the upper bound of the portfolio for the entire time horizon given the
open and closed positions for that month. The amount of risk of the portfolio diminishes
over time because the expired positions are no longer subject to volatility. For example,
in Table 1, the forecast for April ‘07 does not recalculate

Date

75% CI

95% CI

the standard deviation for March ‘07 because March

3/27/2007

$855,488

$855,488

4/1/2007

$884,384

$904,737

positions have expired, so the standard deviation is

5/1/2007

$935,465

$991,798

unchanged. However, the forecast for April ‘07 uses the

6/1/2007

$968,361

$1,047,863

7/1/2007

$994,494

$1,092,403

previous March ’07 standard deviation as the new

8/1/2007

$1,016,362

$1,129,674

starting point and recalculates the standard deviations

9/1/2007

$1,034,401

$1,160,418

10/1/2007

$1,048,814

$1,184,983

from April ‘07 to March ’08.
Finally, after viewing the baseline report the user
has the option of changing the actual hedged positions
in a simple manner to see how the risk levels change
through time.

11/1/2007

$1,060,898

$1,205,579

12/1/2007

$1,070,170

$1,221,381

1/1/2008

$1,077,369

$1,233,651

2/1/2008

$1,081,921

$1,241,409

3/1/2008

$1,083,878

$1,244,745

Table 1: The table of the Risk Assessment
Report shows the dollar amounts of the
value for each month plotted in the report.

Description of Model Characteristics
Know-Risk™ constructs a forecast of VaR for a portfolio of commodities by
utilizing implied volatility, forward prices, volume, days to expiration, and confidence
level. There are three main methods for calculating VaR: variance-covariance method,
historic simulation and Monte Carlo simulation. Know-Risk™ is a variance-covariance
(VCV) approach to VaR. A key assumption of the VCV method is that market values
follow a normal distribution. When creating a VaR model there are four main steps.
The description of the VCV assumptions will be given in these steps.
VaR Modeling Steps
The first step in creating a VaR model is to select the parameters of the model.
Know-Risk™ simplifies the VaR calculation by limiting the number of parameters. The
parameters of this model include time horizon of the portfolio, confidence level and time
unit of measurement.
The second step in creating a VaR model is selecting relevant market factors.
Know-Risk™ uses an implied price volatility obtained from the Black-76 model. The
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Black-76 model uses the same calculation as the Black-Scholes model except the
Black-76 model replaces the spot price of the commodity with the forward price (Black
1976). The Black-76 model assumes that changes in prices are normally distributed.
Therefore, prices are assumed to be lognormal. Know-Risk™ uses these normal theory
assumptions and a VCV approach to calculate the VaR.
The third step is mapping all relevant risk factors. As previously stated, the
model uses the implied volatility obtained from the Black–76 model. In order to reduce
the complexity of the VaR calculation, Know-Risk™ assumes that the implied volatility
incorporates all relevant market risk factors.
The fourth step of VaR modeling is the calculation.

The day a report is

calculated is the report date. The program can be run on any day that relevant market
information is available. Know-Risk™ calculates an upper bound of the position for
each tenure month during the time horizon. Each upper bound calculated represents
the maximum value of the portfolio for the entire time horizon given what is known about
the market and portfolio positions during that month. The model is programmed to
make these calculations by a series of loops. The variables used to represent each
time step will be described next.
Upper Bound Calculation Formula
The tenure months are the months following the report date, denoted by
t = 1,2,..., n . The variable that represents the current month in the loop while calculating

the bound for tenure month t is j = t , t + 1, t + 2,...n . For example, if the program is
calculating an upper bound for February, the program does not recalculate the standard
deviation for any of the expired months before February because they are no longer
subject to volatility. Therefore, j represents the months from February to the end of the
time horizon.
Another variable used in the calculation is
n

p =∑p n,
t =1

t

which represents the average of the tenure month forward option prices. The standard
deviation is estimated by
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σ

υ

where

j

j

p eυ

=

j

τ

j

is the volatility in month

j.

−

p

j

,

The calculation

σ

j

is made for all

j = t , t + 1, t + 2,...n . The parameter τ is the difference in tenure date and the report date
divided by 360, which is used to take a proportion of the volatility that applies in month
j.
To account for the expired months, the program saves the standard deviation for
months in which standard deviation will not be recalculated. This is done by setting

σ =σ
x

k

j

for j = t , where the superscript x denotes an expired month.

Finally the

average standard deviation for the tenure month t can be calculated. The average
deviation is calculated by
n

t −1

j =t

k =1

σt = (∑σ j + ∑σk) n .
x

The average standard deviation takes into account the forward months that are
recalculated every month and the expired months that are saved but still needed to
calculate the VaR forecast.
The last step is to calculate

β

1−α
t

= p+ z σ ,
α

which represents the 1 − α confidence bound for the tenure month t . In order to clarify
the mathematics, an example of how the first tenure months are calculated for the
report in Table 1 (Page 5) will be given.
Example Calculation
For the report in Table 1 (Page 5) the report date is 3/27/07. This report has 12
tenure months, thus n = 12 . The first tenure month is April ’07. In this calculation,
t = 1,2,...,12 , which represents the first twelve tenure months.

represents the step in the calculation for month t .

The variable

j

During the April calculation,

j = 1,2,...,12 because t = 1 and n = 12 .

The average of the tenure months’ forward option prices are
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n

p = ∑p n.
t

t=1

The standard deviation

σ = p eυ
j

j

τ

j

−p,
j

is calculated for all j = 1,2,...,12 , and τ = 5 360 , the number of days between 4/1/07 and
3/27/07 divided by 360. After

σ

j

is calculated the program sets

σ =σ
x

1

1

to save the

standard deviation for April because it will stay constant for the rest of the tenure month
calculations.

The calculation for

σ

in April will not have the second term in the

t

numerator. The second term would add the elements from k = 1 to t − 1 , but because
t = 1 in April the second term is not needed. Therefore, the calculation is simplified to
n

σ 1 = ∑σ j n .
j =1

Finally, the 1 − α confidence interval bound for tenure month April is

β

1−α

= p+ z σ1.
α

1

For May, the second tenure month, t = 2 and j = 2,3,...,12 . The average price of
the forward option prices does not change because they are all observed on the report
date. The standard deviation

σ

j

is now calculated for all j = 2,3,...,12 and τ = 35 360 ,

the number of days between 5/1/07 and 3/27/07 divided by 360. The standard deviation
calculated for May is set as

σ =σ
x

2

2

tenure month calculations. In May,

and saved to account for May during the next 10

σ

2

has both terms in the numerator, where the

second term is the expired position in April. The calculation is
n

σ t = ∑σ j + σ 1 n .
x

j=2

Similarly to April, the 1 − α confidence interval for May is

β

1−α
2

= p+

zσ
α

2

.
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Model Validation
In the model development process, validation is one of the most important steps.
Model validation is the process of checking to see that a model behaves as its creator
intended. Typically, this process consists of two steps: (1) the manual calculations are
checked for mathematical and computational correctness, and (2) the output of the
model is back tested with historical data to assess the accuracy of its forecasts.
Historical Data Construction
The output of Know-Risk™ was tested with historical data for corn, natural gas
and soybean oil. The natural gas data used are from 2004 through 2006. The data
used for soybean oil and corn are from January 2004 to July 2006. The reports tested
were constructed with 75, 90, 95 and 99 percent confidence bounds. For simplicity, the
model output tested with historical data is for a portfolio with one unit of the commodity
that is an un-hedged unit.
When Know-Risk™ calculates a report there are usually 12 bounds given for the
portfolio over the year, one bound for each month. In the calculation, each time a
month expires the standard deviation is saved and averaged with the new recalculated
standard deviations from the current and future tenure months. When historical data
were compared to the output of the model a similar approach was taken. Because the
model accounts for expired positions by rolling them off and not recalculating them, the
historical data used for comparison have a similar feature.
The historical data for each of the 12 months are constructed by averaging the
monthly closes for expired months and the daily prices for months that have not expired.
For example, a report run in January will have twelve bounds, one for each month from
February to January of the next year.

If the tenure month is June, the monthly

settlement prices for February, March, April, May, and June are averaged with the daily
settlements from the next 8 months, from July to January of the next year.
Binomial Model Validation Test Methodology
The statistical test used to validate the model is a binomial test of successes and
failures.

For a binomial test, all observations need to be statistically independent.

Know-Risk™ reports are calculated by using best estimates of parameters from the
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price process. Therefore, different assumptions can make it difficult for observations
and historical data sets to be entirely independent, especially when looking at multiple
reports from the same month. Due to the need for independence, all sets of data are
constructed with only one report for each month. As previously stated, the historical
data are an average of daily closes and many observations use the same values for
forward months and do not provide independence.

Therefore, it is important that only

one tenure month forecast from each report is selected.
When selecting report dates from the data there were three approaches: first day
of the month, last day of the month, and a rolling date. Each data set for corn and
soybean oil have approximately 30 independent observations, one tenure month from
each report, where there is one report for each month from January 2004 to July 2006.
Historical data for natural gas were obtained for all of 2006 and there are approximately
36 independent observations for natural gas data sets.
For the binomial test, when comparing the output of the model at the X%
confidence level, it is expected that approximately X% of the actual values are below
the forecasted value and approximately (100 – X)% are above the interval. When using
the binomial test, if the observed value is below Know-Risk™’s output value (the bound)
then it is considered a success and assigned a 1. If the observed value is above the
bound then it is considered a failure and assigned a 0. After each output is compared to
the actual, the number of successes are counted. It is expected that the number of
successes divided by the number in the sample differ from X% only because of
statistical error. A binomial confidence interval for

s
= pˆ is used to test the accuracy of
n

the model output. If the confidence interval for p̂ covers p = X% then the projected
bound is deemed reasonable. In other words, if
pˆ − zα 2 p(1− p) n < p < pˆ + zα 2 p(1− p) n

the bound is reasonable.
Binomial Model Validation Test Results
Appendix I contains a spreadsheet that shows the results of the 108 binomial
confidence intervals. A binomial confidence interval that covers p is highlighted in
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green and an interval that does not cover p is highlighted in red. For corn, 32 of the 36
95% binomial confidence intervals cover p . For soybean oil, 35 of the 36 95% binomial
confidence intervals cover p . For natural gas, 33 of the 36 95% binomial confidence
intervals cover p . All three of the commodities together yield that 100 of the 108
forecasted bounds were accurate according to a binomial test in predicting the upper
bound of the portfolio. This means 92.6% of the bounds were accurate according to a
95% binomial confidence interval.
Many authors have written on the imprecision of VaR calculations. Jorion uses
the term the “inherent imprecision in VaR” because it is impossible to create a model
that accounts for all risk factors and market anomalies. Marshall and Siegel suggest
that variation in the actual outcome and predicted outcome should be expected. For
example, in the data set used to validate Know-Risk™ we have market anomalies such
as hurricanes and historically low corn and soybean prices. Given this imprecision in
VaR calculations, when comparing the output of Know-Risk™ to historical data, 92.6%
accuracy for a 95% confidence binomial test suggests there is enough accuracy to say
the output is reasonable for use as a projection of the VaR of a commodity portfolio.

Conclusion
The goals of this paper are to provide an explanation and a validation of the
Know-Risk™ VaR report. When using a VaR model it is important to understand that
the VaR is not the maximum loss that can be attained. The VaR is the maximum
expected loss at a selected probability level. At the 95% probability level one would
expect that the maximum loss of the portfolio exceeds the VaR projection on an
average of 5 out of 100 randomly selected days. However, the expected magnitude of
the loss on those five days is not provided by the VaR calculation.
Users of all VaR models and Know-Risk™ should understand that the output of
the model is intended to be an aid for the user in procurement hedging strategies. The
purpose of Know-Risk™ is to serve as a benchmark measure in the decision making
process.

The flexibility of the software allows for the user to run the report under

different scenarios to help the procurement planning process.
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VaR models usually estimate parameters based on the price process from
market observations.

Know-Risk™ makes similar estimates.

The model uses the

implied price volatility to account for risk factors, forward prices and the assumption that
prices are lognormally distributed. These assumptions allow for the model to be simple
to understand and easy to calculate without compromising accuracy.
According to many researchers, VaR calculations are imprecise because it is
impossible to account for all relevant market factors (Jorion 2001).

For example,

Hurricane Katrina took place at a time in the middle of the data sample used to back
test the output for natural gas. Due to this imprecision, it is statistically expected that
the output of the model does not accurately predict the VaR for every set of data and
commodity. However, the data used to back-test Know-Risk™ provide evidence that
the program produces VaR forecasts that can help managers monitor the performance
of their commodity portfolios.
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